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　只野真葛（享保 19年・1734 -文政 8年・1825）は工藤平助の長女で、近世に
は珍しい女性の地方文人である。江戸に育ち , 仙台藩の奥づとめを経て , 寛政
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図 4　『谷の響　附録』弘前市立弘前図書館蔵
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<ABSTRACT>
The “North” of the 19th Century Ghost Story Culture: 
In the Case of Kyōden, Makuzu and Rosen
Yasuko  Yokoyama
In Japanese literature, the “North” has often been regarded as the setting 
of ghost stories. How did the authors of the nineteenth century describe the 
“North”? Santō Kyōden, an author who was born in and lived in Edo, was 
interested in the “North” and wrote works based on information he gathered 
on the area. Especially in Asakanuma and Asakanuma Gonichi no Adauchi, 
the “North” is depicted as a different world and as a stage for ghost stories. 
He looked at the “North” from the outside and emphasized it as a strange 
place. On the other hand, Tadano Makuzu, who emigrated from Edo to 
Sendai, collected elaborate real ghost stories in the “North”. Makuzu's Ōshū 
Banashi can be seen as a pioneering work leading to Yanagita Kunioʼs Tōno 
Monogatari. In addition, Hirao Rosen gathered ghost stories of the “North”, 
his local area, and expressed them as pictures. Makuzu and Rosen could 
write authentic real ghost stories of the “North”. However, their works were 
not widely read in their time; it was impossible to have an immediate and 
significant influence on the representation of the ghost story literature at the 
centerl.
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